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Why you do it

- You are an ‘honest’ business man
- Your ‘honest’ business went well
- Now you have a lot of money – dirty money
- But in TWO minutes the tax investigators will come
- You have to get rid of what you couldn’t hide
How you do it

- Happily there are other ‘honest’ business men
- Try to give them your dirty money
- This works best by shooting them unconscious
- Some are stronger than others
- Only front hits count, because even crooks have rules
- They shoot back
- They get better the more money you lose

Lobbyist

Banker
How you do it

- Don’t hit the ‘dirty’ gambling machines others use to lose money with
- Shoot by touching the screen
- Dodge by moving with the device
Hit them, with that:

Don't Hit That!

Dodge those:
Don’t get hit

Score: -8 Coins  Time: 01:34
Score: 36 Coins  Time: 01:27
Behind the scenes

- Simple physics
  - Plane, Sphere, Box

- Resource loading
  - On demand
  - Distinction between CPU and GPU resources
    - CPU: meshes
    - GPU: textures, shaders
    - Good idea – would be easy to support GPU meshes
  - Single texture
Questions?